
RRP

€169.99

FEATURES

Crystal Clear Video

Full HD 1080p/30 resolution

Dash Cam Mode

Loop recoding guarantees that key mo-

ments are captured

Event Detection

Automatically protects key footage in the 

event of an impact

Waterproof

IPX7 rated, with waterproof connection for a 

USB power supply or external audio source

Flashback Video Tagging

Capture events after they happen

Photo ModesPhoto Modes

12MP still, timelapse and photoburst modes. 

Video-Elapse Mode

Condense the ride into a fast-motion video 

for easy sharing 

Intuitive Design

300° rotating lens and aerodynamic form for 300° rotating lens and aerodynamic form for 

total mounting flexibility

Clone Mode

Wirelessly connect up to 10 cameras for 

remote control from a master camera

Bluetooth Enabled

Compatible with the Drift BT Remote

Wi-Fi EnabledWi-Fi Enabled

Connect to the free Drift Life iOS and An-

droid app for shot setup, remote camera 

control, and playback

Drift Ghost XL

Universal Clip

Flat Adhesive Mount

Curved Adhesive mount

USB Charging Cable

TRS-Power Cable (1.5m)

TRS-Mic Adaptor CableTRS-Mic Adaptor Cable

Quick Guide

12MP Photos

Battery – 3000mAh rechargeable Li-ion

140° Wide Angle Lens

IPX7 Wateproof

Waterproof TRS power/audio connection

Wi-Fi and BT Enabled

Resolution/Framerate - 
1080/30, 960/30, 720/60, WVGA/60

GHOST XL
THE EVERYDAY ADVENTURE

Ghost XL is our response to 10 years of customer feedback. We’ve set out 

to create a camera which makes no compromises on battery life, keeps roll-

ing rain or shine, and develops the user friendly form factor that is synony-

mous with Drift. 

Waterproof right out of the box, Ghost XL features an innovative waterproof 

TRS connector for power or audio so the ride doesn’t have to come to an 

end when the weather turns. Our signature rotating lens makes mounting 

the camera a breeze, and the streamlined ‘bullet’ design won’t hinder your 

pace.

And with our Drift Life mobile app, you’re only one tap away from editing, 

sharing or even live streaming your adventures. 



With the Drift Life App you can control your Ghost XL’s 

every move. Remotely frame your shot with the live pre-

view, view and edit media in the gallery, then share your ad-

ventures with the drift Life community.

POWERED BY DRIFT LIFE

 3000mAH
9 Hours Battery Life IPX7 Waterproof Waterproof TRS Power/

Audio Connection

Waterproof USB Adaptor

Keep Ghost XL powered in the rain with Drift’s all-new waterproof USB Adaptor, included as standard. Perfect for automat-

ically powering up your camera in Dash Cam Mode. Also included is a waterproof microphone adaptor, enabling more 

precisely targeted audio even in wet weather. 
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